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FellowFTeestylists:

"The New World Tour“ is underway! And with it "freestyle intensive tournaments”
are proving themselves to be more accomodating to players and thrillingfor spectator;
We have increased our membership by over 10% since our last newsletter, and for all
you new members out there, welcome to the FPA. Since this is your first Forum a
brief explanation is in order: The newsletter is arranged in 5 sections - a general
news section; part I which reports on votes by membership from the previous month;
part II, a discussion of current issues; part III, issues to be discussed for the
following month; and part IV, a ballot containing the issues from part II. As a
member you should faithfullyvote on your ballot as well as send in any comments for
publication on the issues proposed in part III. This edition of the "Forum" will be
abbreviated , as there is alot of tournament registration material accompanying it.

General News
 

Administrative Matters: Our membership now stands at 32k members! Since our last
newsletter over 500 membership forms have been sent out to our regional representa-
tives, so more members should be joining us. Our current bank balance stands at
$709.32. Major purchases since last month include tournament discs (see below),
which were $hO0.00, trophies for the West Palm Beach tourney ($120), printing expense
for judging forms for all of our tournaments ($83 - see below), and a contribution
to the prize money at West Palm ($110). Our major source of funds has been the sale
of FPA frisbees and "New World Tour” frisbees.

A reminder - if you owe us membership dues (as many of you come due in the
summer months), please pay up. We are going to get strict on the "3 strikes, your
out” policy. If a red asterisk appears on the address portion of your Forum, you
owe. Three chances to pay will be provided, then you will be dropped from our
records. Also membership dues must be current before competing in FPA tournaments.

The text for our competition manuel has been completed. The manuel will con-
tain general information about the FPA, all procedures necessary for running a free-
style event, and the three player approved judging systems that we have endorsed.
All members will receive one free. Additional copies or copies to non-members will
cost $3.00. They should be mailed to you or given to you at an FPA tournament by
early July. Please do your part as a responsible player and study its contents.

At all FPA sanctioned tournaments, the simplified component judging system will
be used in prelims and semis. We have printed forms for this system. The difficulty
sheets are blue, and.presentation are yellow. I encourage you to read them carefully
at any FPA tourney you attend. The same information will be found in your manuals.

For Sale Items—- We have just placed another order of "New World Tour" Skystylers.
The design was done by Jerry Lynas and is a fine.oneindeed. It consists of a globe
nut in space, with frisbees coming out of a place in North America and circling the
globe. Around the outside is the words "1980 New World Tour - Freestyle Players
Association Frisbee Freestyle Series." They come in clear, pink, blue, and yellow,
and are $6.00 each. Add $1.50 if ordering l or 2, and $3.00 if 3 - 5. "New World
Tour" shirts are available also at $6.00 with the same postage amounts. The design
on the shirts is by Mary Ann Bowman and centers around a player performing a "flod"
incorporated into a planetary design. "New World Tour" micros are also available at
3 for $2.00, or 75¢ each. They come in blue, red and another (mystery) color.

Sonoma Conference Up-date: As many of you know the FPA strongly supports the spirit
of the Sonoma Conference. Enbodied in that spirit are the concepts of independent
frisbee sports and associations, and equal access to the frisbee buying (and viewing)
public. To realize this second goal it is crucial that promoters be allowed to use

,language that the public readily identifies with. In the opinion of most newspapers,
magazines, and players, "frisbee" is just such a word. If you wish to facilitate
this process save all published used of the word "frisbee" in a generic form and send
them to Tom Wright, P.O. Box 1:372, Santa Rosa, California 95l+o7.
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While on the topic of the Spirit of Sonoma, let me brief all new members, as

well as you veterans, on some of the realities of independent players associations.
The FPA began in 1978 in spite of Whamo‘s suggestions that it would never work, and
without their financial support for that very reason. When we took a firm stand on

player and sport independence, and proved that it will be a reality without anyone's
financial assistance, other frisbee sports began to organize. My question is, are

they really independent from Whamo, or are they simply satellites that are manned by
non-whamoian humaniods? Some comparisons will illustrate my point: our finances
come from the same place as the other associations - frisbee sales and other related
items. However, we were never given discs, and in every case except our first order
of discs from Dream Flights, we were forced to pay cash, gp front, from the manu-

facturers. Also, we did not start with a treasury — we began with nothing. Member-
ship fees and player contributions got us enough money to buy small quantities of
for-sale items so we could support ourselves. That is why we have to deal with
hundreds of discs, not thousands. In spite of these hardships, we put out a news-

letter 6 times a year, print judging forms, print a judging manuel, distribute
tournament info, and promote the only independent, non—product specific tournament
series in the country (world? Uhiverse?).

The UPA and the GPA are also players organizations. Their treasurye began with
a cash donation from Whamo. The GPA got $1+,5oo in their first year, with a pledge
of more for this year. While I don't know exact figures for the UPA, I would guess
they have a similar arrangement. Both got frisbees from Whamo to sell in large
quantities, on credit, at a price far below what you or I would pay (ie. the UPA
l65's were gotten for about $1.50 a piece - our only order from Whamo was at $3.60
per disc, cash up front before delivery). FLOW was given #00 165's to sell which
translates into $2,hOO. I don't have any information about the finances of the
newly forming DDC association but there first communication came to my house in an
IFA envelope, so . . . . ...

These financial facts, when coupled with one other fact seriously cast doubt on

the independence of the UPA, GPA and the DDCPA. In most sports, the official impli-
ment used in them is always designated in terms of weight and dimensions, not brand
name. Thus, as long as they are the same size and weight, a Viot basketball is just
as suitable as a Wilson. Not so for Guts, Ultimate, or DDC. Each one specifically
demands a Whamo product. In fact DDC used to be played with any 2 discs the players
could agree on. Now, Whamo has unilaterallyprescribed the official ' ' 'TJ€**~;
frisbee as their llO G (Malibu) without even asking palyers. Ultimate has a frisbee
available (the Floater) which is virtually identical in size and weight to the 165,
but their rules keep it out of the game.

I know how hard it is to run an assoication with no money, so I don't blame the
GPA, UPA or the DDCPA for taking it. I only urge them to consider the importance
of real independence from a manufacturer's influence. Two years ago the only suitable
freestyle frisbees were Whamo products. The FPA insisted on a free sport, and we
were rewarded with excellent frisbees by Dream Flights, Discraft and Whirley. The
other frisbee sports will go no where if they have to rely solely on Whamo for
product development. Other manufacturers are eager to enter the sport market, don't
define their efforts out of existance. The manufacturersmaking freestyle discs are
trying new concepts and winning tournaments. Out of the 3 events held at the West
Palm Beach FPA tourney, 2were won with non—Whamo products.

The above is solely the observations of Dave Marini, and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the entire FPA. But I do want our members to know why our
newsletter comes off a mimeo machine, with its quality at the mercy of the typewriter
we happen to borrow each time, whereas the newsletters of the GPA or UPA are slick
off-set printed, photo filled, masterpieces of graphic endeavor. If I had the money
those people are working with I could put out Time magazine every month. And now
you know why our frisbees are out in limited numbers and why more Printed items

_don't reach you on freestyle. Don't feel—slighted, because we are truly building
our sport, ourselves.
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"New World Tour” Up-date: accompanying this newsletter are the registration forms
for Colorado Springs and Boulder FPA freestyle meets. Between these two tourneys
there will be a jam and conference in Ft. Collins. These two weeks promise to be
the most freestyle intensive weeks in history}. See you all there. Aloha - wait a
minute...!!!?f?
West Palm Beach: This tournament was our first, and in many ways was a big success.
While the quantity of players was not overwhelming, the quality was izmressive, as
the FPA and IFA World Champions in both wpmens and Open were all represented. The
tournament was well publicized as TV stations from Miami and West Palm Beach filmed
the events. P.M. Magazine did a segment on it, to be aired in Florida in mid July
(before Jacksonville) and will be submitted for national syndication. There was
$500.00 in prize money, and beautiful trophies supplied by the FPA. What we learned
from this tournament is that tournaments featuring freestyle only will probably not
have huge numbers of players, but will be more enjoyable for those players who do
attend. There will tend to be less chance of schedule delays, and the tournaments
will have nuch more spectator appeal (for the entire tournament) than multi-faceted
tournaments.

The finals program on Sunday was played before an enthusiastic crowd who saw
some of the best there is in womens, open and mixed freestyle. Mixed freestyle was
the most popular event. Another bonus of the tournament was juggling by Greg Hosfeld
between events in the finals program, and an exhibition of juniors‘ freestyle by 2
threesomesand a pair from Northern Florida. Each day competition was started no
earlier than noon, and finished no later than six o'clock, giving the players the
opportunity to relax and enjoy the beach. We look forward to returning to West
Palm next year. The finals produced good play but no phenomenal routines. Results
were as follows: - open: lst Don Rhodes - Joe Hudoklin
Womens: lst Laura Engel - G. Rose

.
2nd Robert Fried - Su Strait

2nd Su Strait - Liz Powell 3rd Greg Hosfeld - Scott Keating
3dd Marie Bracciale — Terri Houle hth Dom Bracciale - Bill Emerson

and Mixed Pairs: lst Robert Fried - Su Strait
2nd Don Rhodes — Laura Engel
3rd Dom Bracciale — Marie Bracciale
hth Rick Kovacic - G. Rose

Congradulations to all of these players for making the first tournament of the
"New World Tour" extremely enjoyable.
IFA tourney results: Satasota : a lightly attended tournanent by NAS standards
allowed Rhodes and Felberbaum to walk away with it. They were challenged by up and
coming New York freestylists, and a mixed pair consisting of Robert Fried and Su
Strait. Word has it that some guy who looks just like John Kirkland (remember, he's
the guy who used to win everything, tell everybody about it, and then retired) and
even has the same last name, has been hitting freestyle tournaments, and getting hot!
He was there also. Results: Open:
Women: lst Su Strait — Bronwyn Ryan lst Jeff Falberbaum - Don Rhodes

2nd G. Kirkland - Jo Loftus 2nd Mark Regalbuti - Pete Laubert
3rd Lisa Green - Cynthia Allen 3rd Su Strait - Robert Fried

Hth Greg Beukelman — Roger Meier
5th Peter Wayne — David Hood

Sacramento - Many would call it an upset, but Jeff and Doc no doubt called it "getting
hot”. A very talented field took a lesson in freestyle presence from a seasoned
veteran (Soto) and a relative new comer (Anderson) and saw the former World Champion
pair of Basso and David reunited once more. Again, Laura and Rose took the Women's
title: Women's - 1 Laura Engel - G. Rose OPEN: l Jeff Soto - Doc Anderson

2 Cindy Birch - Michele Pezzoli 2 Corey Basso - Evan David
3 Muggs Curtis - MaryAnn Bowman 3 John Jewel, Rick Castiglia &

Kevin Roberts
h John Kirkland - Noland Riles
5 Matt Roberts - Danny Sullivan
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Boulder, Co - Women's 1 Bill Wright, R. Castiglia, D. Brannigan

1 G. Kirkland - K. Dow, Muggs Curtis 2 B. White, L. Imperiale, J. Chantiles
2 L. Scott — L. Veenendaal 3 J. Kirkland - N. Riles
3 S. Friesen -L. Markowits M C. Ryan, P. Laubert , G. Lapriesti

5 Meyers — Cameron
6 S. Hicks - J. Bird
7 Randy Silvie (yes, alone!)

Manasas - For at least the second time this season freestyle went to the dogs at an
NAS tournament. A beautiful Sunday of sunshine and public was squandered on “Catch
and Fetch” and other non-point events, while freestylists waited till almost 6:00
P.M. before even competing in the semi's of freestyle. Needless to say, the crowd
and the sunlight faded long before the finals were over. As a result, finalists
were forced to play four minute routines to “share the light”. In spite of the
adverse conditions, the finals produced some of the hottest play yet seen this year.
New comers showed exceptional talent in the form of the famous “toe jammers“ of
Arizona, and Steve Jennings of Milwaukee, Wis. The most amazing freestyle however
came from the vetrans. Jens and Irwin played second to last, and cranked out their
consistently difficult, well executed routine. The final pair of the day was an
odd one, only in the fact that these two players had never come together before.
Jeff Felberbaum and Krae Van Sickle gave a new meaning to difficulty and even
caught most of it, in darkness only a few shades lighter than that fateful day in
Santa Barbara. Jeff and Krae put in a phenomenal 3 rounds, which is not uncommon
for Jeff, as he iscne of the better tournament players. However it was Krae who had
most of us shaking our heads. Since 1976 when he burst onto the scene, Krae has
impressed allof us as an immense resevoir of talent that seldom flowed forth in
tourmanett play. Only occasionally would be display his nonchalant excellence in a
strong enough dose to reveal his true capabilities. Manasas was a showcase of the
inner Krae, multifaceted, and adept in far more techniques than most players. The
ease with which Krae put out in Manasas can only mean that those at the top will
have to make lots of room up there for a monster man. Results: Open

woments: 1 J. Felberbaum - K. Vansickle
1 S. Strait, L. Powell, B. Ryan 2 Jens and Erwin Velasquez
2 Jo Loftus — Lauren Elvers 3 Mayers, Cameron

H Lipoff - Jennings
5 Loftus, Marini, Laubert

Coming up: FPA New World Tour -

July 5-6 Colorado Springs — open, womens, mixed
See forms attached for info

July 12-13 Boulder, Co - open, womens, co—op
See forms enclosed

July 26-27 Jacksonville,Fla — East Coast Championships ~ open, womens, co—op
Steve Oplinger, 1713 Marion Rd. , Jacksonville, Fla 32216

Aug 2-3 Plymouth, Mi - open, womens, mixed pairs - National Freestyle Champ.
Jim Kenner, 8629 Narise Dr., Westland, Mi D8183

Aug 7-10 Santa Cruz, Ca - open, womens ~

Tom Schot, Box 73, Capitola, Ca 95010
Aug 30 — Austin, Tx — The World Championships of Freestyle — all events

Sept 1 Chris Baker, 1007 S. Congress, #131, Austin Tx 7870M
IFA Freestyle events:

July 5-6 Vancouver, B.C., Canada — open, womens freestyle plus distance
Jim Brown, A-l2h3 Thurlow St. , Vancouver, B.C., Canada

July 19-20 Minneapolis, Mn - freestyle, scf
Jim Challas, lohl 15th Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, Mn 55Ulh

July 26-27 Toronto, Ontario - freestyle, scf
Phil Cheevers, 137 Church St. #507, Sr. Catherines, Ont, Canada L2t3E3

Independent tourney: Central Pennsylvania Frisbee Festival
Sept 5,6,7 Open freestyle, approx $500 prize money

Glen Miller llh W. Church, Lock Haven, PA l77H5
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"New World Tour '81” ? YES! Initial contacts are already being made with new addi-
tions to the tour for next year. Some of the finest freestyle cities in the nation
with experienced host clubs, have already expressed interest in joining the new age
of freestyle. More details will follow.

Yet another new freestyle frisbee — The Whirley Company has come out with its contri-
bution to the sport discs market at the prompting of Peter Bloeme. The Whirley
Flyer is almost identical to a Floater in shape and size, with “bubbles” on the top
as a friction surface. The disc flys well, but has some easily corrected defects.
The plastic is injected from the bottom, and no doubt less than carefully done, as

a rough spot right in the center can be found on each disc. The seam where the two
pieces of the mold come together is to pronounced, leaving a rough edge. The plastic
takes slick very will but is extremely stiff. Except for the rough spot, it plays
pretty well. If you wish to order one they are available through Discwares Unlimited,
P.O. Box 333, Amherst, Ma 01002.

Part I - Results from last vote
 

53 persons took the opportunity to vote in the last Forum.
1) Developing Simplified Systems:

a) Are you in favor of endorsing the rank-vote (IFA) system? 33 members were in
favor, one abstained, and 19 were opposed. This system will appear in our

competition manuel.
b) Are you in fovor of endorsing the simplified component system? H2 members

were in favor, ll were opposed. This system will also be found in our manual
and is currentl in use at all FPA tournaments.

2) Are you in favor of abolishing the categories component as used in last year's
judging system? h3 members were in favor of abolishment, 3 abstained, 7 opposed.
Do you favor abolishing variety as a separate component at all? 29 were in favor
of abolishment, H abstained and 20 were opposed. This vote only means that the
component judging systems will not have a separate component for variety. How-

ever, the presentation component still includes variety as a judged value of freestyl:
3) Do you favor adding the artistic impression category to our championship component

judging ststem? M5 players were in favor, one abstained, and seven were opposed.
H) Do you favor our starting a program (committee) to develop disc standards for

freestyle competition? 36 members favored this position, one abstained, and 16
were opposed. Plans will begin to formulate such a committee.

Because this is only a mini Version of the Forum, parts II through IV W111 n°t
appear this month. Issues up for discussion this month will appear in the next
Forum, hopefully due out in July. We will keep you posted on our tournaments, and
keep the registration forms flowing to you. If you are at all interested in freestyl*
we promise that “The New World Tour” will give you quality tournaments and lots of
jamming, with all priorities directed towards you, the freestyle players. Boost the
prestige of our tournaments with the honor of your PfUSe"Ce-

1

free frisbee freestyle — - - SU}1Ku¢ the "New World Tour‘

 

D. Marini


